CAT SPAS
WELCOME TO THE CAT SPAS
All of our feline services begin with a choice of our signature Diamond Spa (water bath), or the Sahara Spa
(dry bath). Below is a description of each bath type, fur cuts and added bathing enhancements. FREE Nail
clipping is included with every service. We have a variety of options to fit your feline’s every need!
Pricing is based on your cat bath choice PLUS the fees for the optional fur cut and enhancements you
choose for your kitty.
FELINE BATHS
We have two options Diamond Spa, our most through Water Bath spa package and our Sahara Spa, our
Water-Free spa package.
DIAMOND SPA (WATER BATH)
We strive to over-achieve. Our version of the basic groomer’s bath is called the Diamond Spa. The spa
includes:
Getting in the Mood
Getting In the Mood Every pet deserves to feel at
home during his or her service. To put them in
the mood we ask you to select a musical choice
for them to listen to during their treatment. We
have a choice of pop, jazz, blues, classical,
rock, and more. If your pet has a favorite singer,
let us know and we will tune in to her favorite
crooner on our satellite radio system.

Organic Hypoallergenic Shampoo
Some of our beloved furry friends have skin
allergies and sensitivities that can make it
difficult to get clean and simultaneously remain
happy. We use the finest natural ingredients in
this mild, hypoallergenic, tear less shampoo. It
cleanses thoroughly and safely, and even the
most sensitive skin will not be affected because
we used only mild, safe, non-irritants. It will leave
your pet’s coat soft, plush, and smelling naturally
fresh. Every pet gets three shampoos and
washes with every spa.If you want to put some
pizzazz in your pet we also have over 20 other
shampoos to try, ranging from Succulent Plum,
Fresh Freesia, Orange Blossom, Rumba Coconut
and many more. When we arrive we will bring in
our Sniff Pack so you can choose your shampoo
of choice.
PETacure
We clip your cat's claw to the correct length
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Paw Trim
We trim the fur around your cat’s paws, so they
do not collect debris that can cause damage to
paws.
Ear Cleaning & Fur Removal
We use a special botanical ear cleaner to ensure
that the pH balance in your animal’s ear isn't
disturbed. A clean ear with proper pH balance
prevents infections and hearing loss and
promotes a better smelling animal.

Brush & Fluff
We hand comb through every inch of your pet to
ensure that there are no mats or leftover loose
furs. We only use the finest Les Pooch polished
nib brush on your pet’s coat to maximize volume,
shine, and bounce!
Diamond Spa Pricing
Long Haired Cats $90 and up
Short Haired Cats $80 and up Kittens $75

Sani-Trim
We trim around your pet’s nether-parts to make
sure he stays clean and fresh.
Hand Dry
Every pet deserves pampering. We hand dry
each pet with Egyptian cotton towels and gently
hand blow-dry his coat to ensure maximum
comfort with the least amount of coat damage.
SAHARA SPA (DRY FOAM BATH)
This spa is recommended for kitties who shy away from moisture. Our exclusive water less kitty bath
includes the following items:
Organic Calendula & Catnip Dry
Shampoo
We use the finest natural ingredients in this mild,
hypoallergenic, tear less shampoo. It cleanses
thoroughly and safely without the trauma of
water. It will leave your pet’s coat soft, plush,
and smelling naturally fresh.
PETacure
We clip your cat's claw to the correct length
Paw Trim
We trim the fur around your cat’s paws, so they
do not collect debris that can cause damage to
paws.

Brush & Fluff
We hand comb through every inch of your pet to
ensure that there are no mats or leftover loose
fur. We only use the finest polished nib brush on
your pet’s coat to maximize volume, shine, and
bounce!
Sani-Trim
We trim around your pet’s nether-parts to make
sure he stays clean and fresh.
Sahara Spa Pricing
Prices begin at $75

Ear Cleaning
We use a special botanical ear cleaner to ensure
that the pH balance in your animal’s ear isn't
disturbed. A clean ear with proper pH balance
prevents infections and hearing loss and
promotes a better smelling animal.
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FUR CUTS

Lion Cut
$95-$115
Our experienced groomers will cut your kitty’s fur
to your specification. We are able to transform
your kitty into a fierce plains roaming wild cat or
sleek jungle kitty. Creative styling is also
available! The Lion Cut price includes the Sahara
Spa. If you would like to add a Diamond Spa, the
fee begins at $115.

Booty Buzz
Just a little Brazilian kitty butt shave.

$5

Matt Removal
$15 and up
If your kitty is extra matted the price starts at
$15 for removal.

Kitten Cut
$95-$115
Our Kitten Cut leaves a more manageable
amount of fur for the kitty that wishes to not go
around in the buff. The Kitten Cut takes more
time and shaping, than the Lion Cut, but the
results are fabulous! It includes the Sahara Spa.
If you would like to add a Diamond Spa, the fee
beings at $115.

ENHANCMENTS
THESE SHAMPOOS AND TREATMENTS ARE EXTRAS THAT YOU CAN ADD ON TO OUR DIAMOND
SPA TO ENHANCE YOUR KITTIES COAT AND SKIN.
Dippity-Do-Da
$10
Got Fleas? Not anymore. We use an all-natural
flea dip followed by a soothing oatmeal bath to
soothe the nipped skin.

Natty Matty
$75
We will do our best to battle the fearsome Kraken
shaped tangles!

Butter Lush Deep Conditioning
$15
No more naughty knots in Fifi’s armpits. Tame
those dry ends and frizzes with this beautiful
botanical conditioning treatment. The name says
it all- a buttery rich treatment designed to leave
your pets coat silky soft without weighing it
down.
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SPECIALTY SHAMPOOS
Oatmeal & Aloe Bath
$5
Oatmeal and aloe is recommended by
veterinarians to effectively combat skin irritation,
promote healing, and re-moisturize dry skin.
Combine these natural wonders with vanilla and
almond oils and your pet will smell as good as
she feels and looks. Highly recommended for our
furless breeds or pet’s with thin coats.

M.D.
$5
Is your fluffy friend suffering from mange, hotspots, fungi, or hoof wall fungus? Well, the
Doctor is in the house. We will soothe your pets’
itchy skin with a special bath of Australian tea
tree oil & aloe. An alternative to prescription
medicine, this natural bath will treat the skin
while also promoting hair health with Vitamin B
and Allantoin. Like all of our bath treatments, this
too is natural, PH balanced and safe for all furry
animals great and small.

CLAW TREATMENTS
Kitten Mittens (Nail Caps)
Tired of Butch or Princess scratching up the
furniture or leaving claw marks on your newly
polished wood floors? We can help. Try one of
our signature pet-a-cure claw cap treatments. We
will glove each nail in a colored cap of your
choice. Bootsie will never again lay an errant
claw on that silk carpet! We can mitten your
kittens, too! $2 each toe
Some pets are fussier than others and require a more delicate touch that takes more time.$15 per 15
minutes. If you are a new client, please don’t forget to fill out our Terms and Conditions form! It only takes
a moment and makes us do a little happy kitty dance!
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DOG SPAS
WELCOME TO THE DOGGY SPA MENU
All our dog services start with our groomer’s bath, called the "Diamond Spa". The service includes all of the
following:
Getting in the mood
Every pet deserves to feel at home during his or
her service. To put them in the mood we ask you
to select a musical choice for them to listen to
during their treatment. We have a choice of pop,
jazz, blues, classical, rock, and more. if your pet
has a favorite singer, let us know and we will
tune in to her favorite crooner on our satellite
radio system.
Organic hypoallergenic Shampoo
Some of our beloved furry friends have skin
allergies and sensitivities that can make it
difficult to get clean and simultaneously remain
happy. We use the finest natural ingredients in
this mild, hypoallergenic, tear less shampoo. It
cleanses thoroughly and safely, and even the
most sensitive skin will not be affected because
we use only mild, safe, non-irritant shampoo. It
will leave your pet’s coat soft, plush, and
smelling naturally fresh. Every pet gets three
shampoos and washes with every spa. If you
want to put some pizzazz in your pet we also
have over 20 other shampoos to try -ranging from
succulent plum, fresh freesia, orange blossom,
rumba coconut and many more. When we arrive
we will bring out our sniff pack so you can
choose your shampoo of choice. Are you looking
to enhance your pet’s coat, control excess
shedding, or want a deep conditioning treatment?
See our skin & fur treatment section.
Fuzzy facial
We will use your choice of facials and gently
cleanse your pet’s muzzle and eye area to
remove dirt and tear stains. We also give your
pet a calming pressure point facial massage to
relieve stress and tension.

Paw pad Pampering
Every paw gets a 100% shea butter massage to
soften the pad to prevent cracking and alleviate
tension in your pet’s paw.
Petacure
We clip and buff your animal’s nail or claw to the
correct length.
Paw trim
We trim the fur around your pet’s paws so it
doesn't collect debris that can cause damage to
paws.
Ear cleaning & fur removal
We use a special botanical ear cleaner to ensure
that the pH balance in your animal’s ear isn't
disturbed. A clean ear with proper pH balance
prevents infections and hearing loss and
promotes a better smelling animal.
Sani-trim
We trim around your pet’s nether-parts to make
sure he stays clean and fresh.
Hand dry
Every pet deserves pampering. we hand dry each
pet with Egyptian cotton towels and gently hand
blow-dry his coat to ensure maximum comfort
with the least amount of coat damage.
Brush & fluff
We hand comb through every inch of your pet to
ensure that there are no mats or leftover loose
furs. We only use the finest Les Pooch polished
nib brush on your pet’s coat to maximize volume,
shine, and bounce!
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Finishing spray
We spritz your pet’s final coat to help repel dirt,
dust, and urine. A light spray goes a long way
toward restoring the natural beauty of your pet’s
coat, whatever its length.
Diamond Spa starts at $75 for small smooth coated dogs and $75 for fluffy small dogs. Please see our
online booking for exact pricing.
Diamond Pricing
All prices are approximate
Smooth Coated Dogs (Chihuahua, Grey hound,
Pitbulls etc)
Tiny (0-5 lbs) $75+ Small (6-19 lbs) $75+
Medium (20-29 lbs) $85+
Medium (30-50 lbs) $95+ Large (51-74 lbs) $105+
Huge (75-99 lbs) $115+
Gigantic (100+ lbs) $125+
Long Haired Dogs (Pomeranian, Bichon, Yorkies
etc)
Tiny (0-5 lbs) $75 and up
Small (6-19 lbs) $95 and up
Medium (20-22 lbs) $115 and up
We do not see dogs over 22 lbs
Final Pricing is based on the Diamond Spa fee PLUS the fees for the optional fur cut and enhancements
you choose for your pup.
FUR CUTS

Puppy Cut Furcut
$15 and up
Have you ever dreamed of having your own live
action plushy? We trim to a single all over length
to help minimize tangles, thick coats, and
matting while retaining maximum cute!
Breed Cut
$20 and up
Our experienced groomers will cut your pet’s fur
to your specification. We are able to perform
breed-specific scissor-cuts & lion cuts. Creative
styling also available!
The Full Monty

Thin and Trim Furcut
$5 and up
A general tidy, not too much off the top, or over
all length trim. We trim all around your pet,
removing the flyaway grass grabbers under the
belly, trim around the ears, legs, and take a little
off the face and tail. Just keeping it neat and
tidy.
Matt Removal
$15 and up
If your pooch is extra matted the price starts at
$15 for removal.

$20 and up
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ENHANCMENTS
These shampoos and treatments are extras that you can add on to our diamond spa to enhance your
puppies coat and skin.
Dippity-do-da flea bath
$10
Got fleas? Not anymore. We use an all-natural
flea dip followed by a soothing oatmeal bath to
soothe the nipped skin.
De-shed
$35
Let us de-shed your pet so they don’t shed all
over you! We use a specialty shampoo that
lessens shedding followed by the furminator
treatment. We train our staff to use proper
techniques that will not harm your pet’s fur and
skin. We gently remove dead detached fur
embedded deep in your pets coat, repair attached
follicles to create healthy fur and bring up the
natural oils in your pets coat for improved shine
and luster.

Butter Lush Deep Conditioning
$15
Treatment
No more naughty knots in Fifi’s armpits. Tame
those dry ends and frizzes with this beautiful
botanical conditioning treatment. The name says
it all- a buttery rich treatment designed to leave
your pets coat silky soft without weighing it
down.

FANCY SHAMPOOS
Oatmeal & Aloe Bath
$10
Oatmeal and aloe is recommended by
veterinarians to effectively combat skin irritation,
promote healing, and re-moisturize dry skin.
Combine these natural wonders with vanilla and
almond oils and your pet will smell as good as
she feels and looks. Highly recommended for our
furless breeds or pet’s with thin coats.

M.D.
$10
Is your fluffy friend suffering from mange, hotspots, fungi, or hoof wall fungus? Well, the doctor
is in the house. We will soothe your pets’ itchy
skin with a special bath of Australian tea tree oil
& aloe. An alternative to prescription medicine,
this natural bath will treat the skin while also
promoting hair health with vitamin b and allantoin.
like all of our bath treatments, this too is natural,
pH balanced and safe for all furry animals great
and small.

SPECIALTY TREATMENTS

Tooth Brushing
$10
A great way to keep down the plaque and freshen
your pet’s breath between professional cleanings.

The Marie Antoinette
$10
Did you know that the queen perfumed her pets?
Well, we can, too. We use only essential organic
oils on your pooch to make him/her smell extra
delightful, suitable only for royalty. Ask us for a
sniff of what seasonal oils we have on hand.
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Sparkle Motion
$5
Need a little glitter and glam in your life? Let us
give your furry friend a little razzle-dazzle with
our sparkle finish. Don't make us doubt your
commitment to Sparkle Motion!

To Dye For
$60 and up
Is your furry friend a rock star in hiding? Want a
colorful Mohawk for your bischon? Perhaps you
have always dreamed of owning a pink poodle? A
blue polka dot rat? Go ahead and let out your
furry friend’s inner star! We only use 100% all
vegetable-based dyes. However, for the safety of
your animal, we recommend a free dye patch test
during your regular spa appointment (we’ll put it in
a hidden spot). Then, on your next service visit
we can turn your humble hunny-bunny into the
next rock animal!

PAW TREAMENTS

Poodle paw
$20
Give your poodle the dainty paws of your dreams
with this specialty paw treatment. We gently
shave the fur from your poodle’s paws to achieve
the coveted look of the french aristocracy! Or as
Artana likes to call them; Monkey hands!

TANGLES

Natty matty
$35 per half hour
Is your pet all knotted up? No matter the mat we
can make your pet tangle-free.
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